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Environmental Education in the Environment
MICHAEL

J. NAYLON

Director, Field Services
Environmental Science Center
Minneapolis, Minnesota

Change Criteria and Need
Man, the thinking animal, is an observer of events in the universe. H e has
conceded the obvious truth of his uniqueness on this planet and his religions
charge him with its stewardship. However, the very quality which distinguishes him from other life forms has also proven to be his greatest weakness.
Perception is a personal experience; its. very nature mandates that it be pointcentered in the universe. That point is the individual. Collective man is guilty
of assuming that the universe "happens" around him. He has not effectively
perceived that he is a happening in the universe. He has compounded his
error by ignoring the mechanics of his surroundings and self-indulged in an
exploitation of the environment.
Experience would seem to imply that no philosophy yet articulated in this
nation is adequate to promote a knowledgeable populace capable of coping
with the challenge of environmental change. There is no general comprehension to unite the best in conflicting issues. Present philosophies are not sensitive to the dimension of quality in natural and man-made elements in the environment nor disposed towards coping with its inherent problems. W e have
been unable to attach real values to "abstract" resources such as air and water.
Programs such as Ducks Unlimited and Save the Wetlands indicate a positive action on the part of the public in response to the recognition of this
steady qualitative and quantitative decline in natural resources. Air pollution
control devices, sane sewage disposal legislation and the establishment of
tolerable decibel levels for the public in air traffic p atterns also provide a ray
of hope. There is reasonable doubt, however, that we have made a significant
impact with respect to this problem, and time is against us. W e are lacking
a unified expression of public concern. Individual and unilateral organizational programs are but stop-gap measures. The real need is for a cultural
movement in · respect to a "land-man" ethic and an educational program
which puts man in perspective with his environment.
It is time to take a hard look at our "curricula" and reflect on their relative
worth. Language and its related skills promote efficient communication;
mathematics is a quantifying p}:iilosophy; art is an interpretive means of re6

cording; and "science" is an endeavor of man whereby he questions the universe. He is ineffective in his query if he does not bring all the aforementioned to bear on the problem. W e also find that we have come full circle
when we ask the following: "About what are we communicating?", "What are
we quantifying and recording?", "What is man examining?" It is the universe,
our universe, our environment, our surroundings.
In the past we have indulged ourselves in academic deceit and prostituted
knowledge by neatly compartmentalizing it into "disciplines" which complement our administrative inclinations. This mosaic of "truths" is then parcelled
out to the unsuspecting learner in an orderly fashion designed to allow him
to express his own academic bent. Some learners pursue their education to
great lengths and others become housewives and tradesmen. Unfortunately,
evidence would seem to suggest that : ( 1) there is reason to suspect that conservation education per se has not promoted an effective ecological conscience,
( 2) we are, in all probability, "environmentally illiterate," and ( 3) perhaps
the closed system of "classroom-textbook" is to blame.
Non-use of open space and real communities for the study of socio-ecological mechanics is philosophically akin to establishing museums or mausoleums
for the dead. Most are sterile and stand empty of all except tradition. They
lack the internal, vibrant, living energy to promote new sensitivities in the
human community. A "parks only" idealogical stand constitutes a requiem for
the real mechanics of society and the environment.
Several problem areas that tend to dissipate current efforts in environmental
education have been noted.
( 1) There are still strong tendencies on the part of educators to "catalog"
environmental curriculum materials under "science." This action reinforces
the very educational process that has not been effective in the past. It almost
always imposes a strong biological emphasis that is not necessarily ecological
in nature. It makes the task of developing an integrated curriculum program
all but impossible.
( 2) There is lack of strong commitment on the part of local educational
agencies to implement programs that suggest (a) more flexible daily schedules, ( b) modification and/ or integration of curricular subject matter, and ( c)
program planning which implies more freedom and an increased involvement
on the part of students or lay citizens from the community.
( 3) A persistence in removing the child from his real environment and
transplanting him to wilderness areas and/ or nature centers to teach him environmental mechanics of a non-social nature. These ventures are costly to
the public, not long enough to provide significant attitudinal change, and do
not meet the immediate need for socio-ecological understanding.

Emphasis on Real Events in a Real World
An appreciation of environmental mechanics must be promoted now in our
educational system. It would b e criminal to perpetuate the same tunnel vision
7

in our youth that led to our present dilemma. It should be clear that confining our teaching to the four walls of the classroom has not been enough
to promote a functional understanding of operations in nature. We must now
turn to concrete experiences in the natural system itself as an adjunct to the
classroom. These experiences must become an integral part of the "curriculum." They should, perhaps, become its pervasive core. ( Figure 1.)
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Figure 1
Schematic representation of the interaction between man, his communities and the environment. It focuses on land use as one method of examining our utilization of the environment. Use of land affects ecological relations which, in turn, affect our society. The
impact can be beneficial or result in general deterioration of environmental quality.

"I can't believe that!" cried Alice. "Can't you?" the Queen said in a pitying
tone. "Try again; draw a long breath, and shut your eyes." Alice laughed.
"There's no use in trying," she said, "One can't believe impossible things." "I
dare say you haven't had much practice," said the Queen. "When I was your
age, I always did it for half-an-hour a day. Why, sometimes I believed as many
as six impossible things b efore breakfast."
-Lewis Carroll

Causality in the environment is. rarely a simple matter and data analysis is
an attempt to sort out the dimensions that we would like to compare. Having
8

done this, we are more likely to see the existing relationships in terms of
time or space and hence distinguish between what is observed and what is inferred. To explain some aspects of change, for example, involves relating the
change to something that does not change perceptibly. This gives us a model
to use in the search for invariants in nature. Other aspects of change, however, involve comparisons to another point in time or space. L eaf color change
in relation to the seasons is one simple example of the latter instance. ( Figure
2.)
Our environment provides an "everywhere" laboratory for observations on
man's relation to man and the reciprocal relation between man, other life
forms, and their physical surroundings. One does not need a tropical rain
forest or the marine benthos to study this reciprocity. The metropolitan
learner is not immediately concerned with the exotic. H e is interested in
clean air, potable water, efficient transportation, and adequate housing. He can
become "environmentally literate" through continued exposure to underlying
principles and concepts presented within the matrix of his immediate experience-i.e. "mini-systems" located on or near the school and in his own community.
"Those who are awed by their surroundings do not think of change, no matter
how miserable their condition. When our mode of life is so precarious as to
make it patent that we cannot control the circumstances of our existence, we
tend to stick to the proven and the familiar. \Ve counteract a deep feeling of
insecurity by making of our existence a fixed routine . W e thereby acquire the
illusion that we have tamed the unpredictable . There is thus a conservatism of
the privileged as profound as the conservatism of the destitute, and the former
is as much a factor in the perpetuation of a social order as the latter.
-Eric Hoffer

Be well advised of the ambivalence of Alice's experiences. "Impossibility"
appears to be a philosophical whim of man. It is swept aside when it stands
in the way of his immediate goals and aspirations. Particularly in the field
of science, Alice represents Hoffer's awed conservative and the Queen-scientist goes on dreaming of impossible things before breakfast.
Land plays a key role in helping youth and adults develop an understanding of environmental mechanics. Education purports to design a series of sequential experiences for the learner to imbue him with an environmental sensitivity to the above, but most often provides him with a man-dominated
natural system of green in the form of a sterile park or school grounds. How
can this emasculated system do anything but serve to reinforce the misconception of man's total dominance over the environment? We have provided
the learner with a philosophical windmill and clothed him in a mail of biased
data. ( Picture 1.)
Our youthful searchers must have a framework within which to operate,
freedom to move within this domain, a guide to the selective procedures, and
9
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Figure 2
An example of one method of examining the environment. Locus of study would be the
learner's own community. Provision has been made for several levels of study alternatives.
Data on ecological interaction can be compiled in a social context. This method provides
a convenient en tree into a multidisciplinary curriculum.
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Picture 1
Metropolitan elementary students shown in an ESC mini-habitat model created in their
school courtyard. Change is carefull y documented in the children's case history of the plot.
Rocks and log sections have been positioned in varying shade an d sunli ght conditions.
Students observe invertebrate p opulations living beneath them at regul ar intervals.

an overall system of planned sequence for search operations. Exposure of
students to a wide range of data sources derived from the real environment
will result in an increasing cognizance of the problems that man now faces.
Cognizance, however, is dependent upon the identification of variables as an
aid in the analysis of new dimensions or categories. These are subsequently
used in the planned, controlled intake of data by the observer and should b e
considered in planning activities.

The Educational Role of Lancl ancl Real Events
Programs of environmental education typically originate in th e school and
are characterized by considerations mandated by site attributes. Urban and
suburban schoo,ls tend to differ from one another in some aspects, while in
others, they are much the same. In planning for a meaningful transfer of
learning, consideration must be given to those elements which are ( 1 ) unique,
( 2 ) transcendental , and ( 3) common to the sites used in the program.
Unfortunately, little or no thought is usually given to site development for
outdoor and community learning centers to enhance school curricula. At pres11

ent, developm ent insures that natural vegetation is stripped from the land,
water areas destroyed , learning opportunities limited and the microclimates
made more severe. Provision is then made for a1tificial islands of green of
little ecological use.
Restoration of land for the specific purpose of demonstrating operations in
the environment on a small scale will provide the learner with bits of actual
data on subsystems of our environment. The interplay of a child's total educational experiences, related to his surroundings, will increase his sensitivity
to the environment. This is at least a start in understanding the workings of
the world in which we live. ( Figures 3 and 4. )

HUMUS
SUB-SOIL
NATURAL

PLOWED.

BURNED

Figure 3
A land management demonstration plot which can be constructed on school grounds or in a
natural area. Lanes can be as small as 1 x 10 meters. A roto-tiller is used to arres t succession
in one lane. The small size of the burned lane eliminates fire hazards and can be managed
by a single person armed with a garden hose.

Evidence suggests that children are ready for conceptual learning in the
earliest grades. Instructional materials might well consist of a series of local
case studies or encounters with mankind which result in indepth studies of
selected regions or topics (e.g., a Vasser program entitled "The River"). Data
gathering and interpretive aspects of such a program would provide empirical information about resource problems emphasizing their relationship to the
total environment. Learners would play an active role in data acquisition
during which time attitudes are form ed. Cumulative information formalized
into operative models b y the students could then be applied to analogous
situations.
Inquiry-oriented activities can ~egin with an initial focus on concrete events
in the classroom, school grounds or other community resources. Throughout
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A "time machine" can provide an opportunity for the learner to walk through ecological
time and observe serial change. The prairie succession model depicted above shows five
years of succession in a fashion that permits the student to actually observe succession. It
is managed by rota-tilling in the described sequ ence.

the involvement activity, children are motivated to find out "why." Ideally,
their opinions and ideas gel to form a simplistic model of sorts which can
be tested during a visitation to resource sites. Model areas serve to demonstrate the continuity and predictability of natural change which are reflected
in their plant and animal components. Considerations of man are even more
exciting. ( Figure 5.)
Incorporation of the "scientific method" into educational units as an organizational theme advantageously places an emphasis on the process of inquiry.
Terminal capabilities and a change in the student's capabilities may still be
used for evaluation purposes. Mastery of the art of skillful questioning, however, provides an opportunity to stray from the well-defined pathways and
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A model of woodlot succession can be constructed and maintained as indicated in the
schematic. Provision can also be made for 10-, 15-, or 20-year models by modifying the
management schedule.

perhaps find something that no amount of methodic path-following or textreading would ever have revealed.
Program continuity can b e provided by including those activities which
can b e used on the school grounds proper ancl in an operative situation. A
case in point would be the investigation of temperature as an environmental
factor. T emperature studies can b e initiated in the classroom ( unique element ) and expanded on the playground in terms of shade/micro-cHmate relationships ( transcendental element ) . The influence of plant patterns on
temperature in a natural area ( common element) shows the operative factor
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on a broader scale and can be used as a point of departure for further studies
on animal/plant/temperature relationships, or terminated back on the school
grounds in follow-up independent study activities. Permutations of the above
are limited only by the teacher's imagination. ( Picture 2.)

Picture 2
Inner-city elementary students pictured using an environmental studies preserve located on
the school grounds. Provision for these mini-systems permits children to collect real data on a
small, but comprehenclible scale. Their expe ri ence here makes th at cos tly one-time trip
to nah1ral areas more meaningful.
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Summary
At any given moment there is a certain number of people in a society experiencing a particular environmental problem. Environmental education must
focus on those problems and their intrinsic humanistic values. To be relevant, it is therefore important that the educational program be conducted
in the learner's own community where socio-ecological change criteria are
operative.
This approach can provide student-derived bases for logical social action in
society. It may be one effective way of instituting progressive and orderly
social change by establishing procedures through which society can adjust
to changing social and ecological conditions. Most important, aspects of real
problems would be considered b y individuals living where the problems
exist.
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engineer.
lands. Sludge was used on nine acres
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area of southwestern Cook County,
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near Chicago. Untreated land yielded
for the Advancement of Science, Prof.
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